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The green roof on top of the Student Success Center is the largest on campus at 16,000 square feet. According to mechanical engineering professor Serdar Celik, the roofs help save energy: 'Due to
the Insulation properties, the building would consume less air conditioning energy in summer and less heating energy In winters.·
j Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle

University's green roofs among 38inSt. Louis area
MAC SWARTZ
Alestle Reporter

As SIUE's campus grows, so
does its vegetation, whether you
can see it or not.
SIUE is continuing with their
green roof projects in full force as
they develop new gardens, revamp
the old ones and plan new projects
that will benefit the environment,
as well as the campus itself.
According to mechanical engineering professor Serdar Celik,
green roofs, or living plant systems
constructed on building tops, have
multiple benefits, one of the main
being the energy saved when they
arc installed.

"Due to the insulation properties, the building would consume less air conditioning energy
in summer and less heating energy
in winters," Celik said.
As the energy crisis becomes
more of an issue, anything that reduces energy consumption is a
benefit, especially fo r residential
buildings, which produce about 50
percent of the energy consumption
from heating and cooling units.
In addition to their money
saving advantages, green roofs are
important in that they improve air
quality as well as biodiversity in the
area, and can even affect the temperature of an entire city.
Associate Dean for Research

and Projects Bill Retzlaff said green
roofs can help solve problems in
urban areas.
''When we consnuct buildings
in the urban or houses in the suburban environment," Retzlaff said,
"we rip away the surface of the
earth and replace it with impervious surfaces which lead to a number of environmental problems."
For cxan1ple, Retzlaff said the
water runoff from driveways, parking lots and large rooftop surfaces
carries contaminants with it into
the environment, harming the
ecosystem.
Those suifaces get very hot in
the summer creating what scientists call the "urban heat island ef-

feet," which makes it much
warmer in urban areas than surrounding areas. The sun heats up
the surfaces and heat is radiated
back into the atmosphere in the
daytin1e and at night.
Master's student in the environmental science program Kathy
Conley, Retzlaff said, has attempted to prove that green roofs
can counter this effect by conducting an experiment. Retzlaff said
she found that green roofs are 7-10
degrees cooler than a regular shingled roof.
Celik said Europe is ahead of
the mark in taking green roof initiatives very seriously.
"For the new buildings in

some cities in Europe, there are
some requirements that at least
some percentage of the roof should
be covered green for all new constructions," Celik said.
In the United States, it is not
mandatory for new buildings to
have green roofs. However, some
cities are in favor of green roofs
and give incentives, like tax benefits, to building owners to encourage people to build them.
While Chicago is the fastest
growing green roof city in the
United States, with new green
roofs going up every da); there are
about 38 green roofs in the St.
GREEN ROOFS
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Two sustainability organizations, one common goal
JOSH BOVINETTE
Alestle Reporter

The addition of SIUE's chapter of Focus the Nation,
when teamed with the work of the existing Student Organization for Sustainability, puts SIUE in a position to not
only remain an Illinois leader in eco-friendly campus design
but an innovator of energy technology on a national stage.
The group, approved in March by the Student Government, adds a new
layer to SIUE's
already improving

is clean energy," Adkins said. "The Student
eco-friendly landscape.
Senior environmental sciences major Dan
Organization of Sustainability's mission
is to increase awareness and education
Burton, of Alton, said that bringing a chapt er ofFTN to the campus seemed a reasonof sustainability on campus, overall. "
able step in his overall goal of becoming
According to Adkins, with
an effective leader in the transitioning of
FTN focusing strictly on energy
the United States to sustainable energy
consumption and SOS focusing on
technologies.
actual integration of energy-saving,
"The idea of starting a chapter of
green processes on campus, the two
FTN came from Wolf Ververka, vice prescan really aid SIUE in its goal of inident of the SOS club," Burton said, "He
creased sustainability.
pointed out that it would provide more op"Focus the Nation will really inportunities than being just a subcommittee of
crease awareness within the student
SOS."
body about energy consumption and alAccording to Burton, SOS and
ternative energy sources," Adkins
FTN will work together for the
said.
shared goal of creating a greener,
Adkins said in SIUE's
more sustainable community.
movement towards a more sus"The SOS Club is the pioneer
tainable campus, more awarestudent group that brought the idea
ness is the combined goal of
of sustainability onto the student
both SOS and FTN.
level," Burton said. "Our focuses are
''The more the merrier,"
sin1.i.lar, but our project is specifically
Adkins said. ''The more focus
concentrated on the transition to rewe have and the more student
newable energy."
awareness we have on these isSO S Sustainability Officer
sues can only be a good thing."
Kevin Adkins said the addition of
According to Adkins, peoFTN to the campus creates a group
ple may be able to argue about
that is dedicated to sustainable, alterthe realities of climate change
native energy and youth empoweror the environmental imporment.
tance of alternative energies,
IC
" [FTN] is very youth-oriented,
'very student-oriented and their focus Image by Focus the Nation via Wikimedia Commons
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SOS to bring NAACP speaker to DIY~mbopstooffer
1
1
111
university for Earth Week 2013 • 1!BD ~ safe
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

Director of the NAACP Environmental and Climate Justice
Program Jacqueline Patterson
will be speaking at 3 p.m. Monday in the Goshen Lounge of
the Morris University Center.
Patterson will be taking part
in SIUE's Earth Week 2 0 1 3 put
on by the Student Organization
for Sustainability.
SOS Vice President Mark
"Wolf" Veverka, a junior biology
and environmental sciences
major from Alton, has been with
the organization for two years
and will become the president in
tfie fall.
Veverka said SOS brought
.
in Patterson to b nng a new perspective on sustainability.

"Sh, will bette, expfain th,

com, out, th, bmec th, out-

importance of community outreach," Veverka said. "She is
going to talk about social environmental injustices and how
they affect low income areas.
They usually get the short end of
the stick. That's where all the

come of a plan we can all make
together to live by," Burton said.
Veverka wants SIUE to be a
trendsetter when it comes to
sustainability issues.
"We want SIUE to be one
fth l d"
d"d
h
o
e ea mg can 1 ates w en
it comes to sustainability," Veverka said. "We want this campus
to be the national example when
it comes to adding sustainability
into the curriculum. This is a
program that our chancellor is
already working on."
Patterson's talk is part of a
week-long series of events SOS
has organized for Earth Week
2013.

trash ends up."
Senior biological sciences
major Dan Burton, of Alton, believes that Patterson will bring a
fresh look to sustainability.
''We are all in this together,"
Burton said. "This is a topic the
people really need to pay attention to. It will determine how
we live our lives both socially
and economically in the future."
Burton hopes Patterson will
bring in students who usually
would not come out to an event.
"The more new people that

Gabriel Simpson can be reached at
gsimpson@ofeetfelive.com
or Uvlr
u:ri
0
3527. Fol/ow@LegendaryGSimp.

altelllatiYes for Earth Week
EV AN MEYERS

The workshops focusing on
deaning agents will show how easy
it is to make these products with
items moS t people already have.
SOS President Kim Lee said
the workshops will show students
howeasyitcanbetohelptheenvironment by using more natural
cleaning agents.
''We want to show students
how easy it is to eliminate the use of
harmful and dangerous chemicals
found in everyday products," Lee
said.
SOS will also spend one day
showing students how to grow and
maintain their own edible herbs.
"It is a simple way students can
learn to grow their own food organically and sustainably," Lee said.
The goal of these demonstrations is to show people how simple
akin
m
g natural products can be . By
using more natural products, students can cut down on the unnecessary use of manufactured chemicals.
"It will be nice for people to
look at the product they made and
be able to pronounce all of the ingredients in it," Lee said.

A/est/e Reporter

------------As part of the Earth Week eelebrations, the Student Organization
for Sustainability will be offering
students the opportunity to learn
how to make their own household
cleaning products and grow their
own edible herbs.
Each workshop will take place
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the Stratton Quadrangle, or in the Goshen
Lounge ifit is raining, and will offer
a tutorial on how to make more
eco-friendly products.
After the tutorial, students will
be able to take home what they
made and the recipe for their product so they will be able to continue
making it on their ownf time.
Vice President o SOS Mark
''WcoIf' Vceverka sai·d the products
are not only better for the environment, but also a more cost effective
solution.
"One of the best things about
this workshop is the products we
are making only cost about a tenth
of what they would if someone
where to go out and buy them,"
Veverka said. "This can be really
useful for students who are on a
budget."

Evan Meyers can be reached at
emeyers@alestlelive.com or 6503527. Follow @ronninix.

SG April I meetiag preview
SIUE, and review a revision to the
constitution of the Campus Activities Board.
SG will introduce two senate
resolutions. The first is SR 13-0404, "Appreciation for Former
Trustees Hightower, Hinrichs and
Simmons."
The second is SR 13-04-05,
"Disappointment with the current
SIUE Board of Trustees Situation."
The 2013 SG Election Report
will be presented to SG. An open
forum will follow for anyone who
wishes to address SG.

ALESTLE STAFF REPORT
Student Government will hear
two travel requests, totaling
$1,040, at its meeting Friday.
The first request is from the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers for $440 to attend the
ASME Student Leadership Seminar.
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.
will request $600 to attend the
34th International Conclave.
There will be a program request from the English Language
& Literature Association for
$2,199 to host a poetry reading by
Monty Campbell Jr.
SG will review the constitution of the Freethought Society of

Alestle News can be reached at
news@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Fol/ow@TheA/estle.
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but they cannot argue that these
energies can equal cost savings.
"The fossil fuel industry is
subsidized far more than alternative energies," Adkins said. '1f you
look at the total costs, alternative
energies cost a lot less."
In a time when budget concerns for the university are real, it
is certainly good business to save
the university money while decreasing our environmental impact, Adkins said.
Adkins said that the combination of FTN and SOS makes

''

The green roof at Rendleman Holl ls smaller than the others on campus. Civil engineering professor Susan Morgon sold
there ore several projects planned for the green roofs, such as a wind tunnel nest.
I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle

roof built onto the new science
As well as planting native vegbuilding that will likely be re- etation plans are ready to set up a
Louis metropolitan area, including search-based when the building small garden that will produce
opens according to Retzlaff.
food. These foods, which will inthe ones here on campus.
Civil engineering professor clude lettuce, radishes, carrots,
Every green roof on campus
serves its own purpose and is Susan Morgan said there are sev- tomatoes and potatoes, will be donated to the MUC and used in Fixmaintained by manufacturers for eral projects in the works.
"[These include] a wind tun- ins' and other places throughout
the companies of green roofs,
SIUE Facilities Man- - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - ~ining Services.
agement, G.R.E.E.N.
' '
Celiksaid
research collaboration
When we construct buildings in
one of his stuor students themselves.
Maintenance of
the urban ... environment, we rip
dents, H arisha
Ka r anam,
green roofs is not very
away the surface of the earth
completed a
different from maintenance of a backyard,
and replace it with impervious
project
on
analysis
of
acco~ding to Cedr~, exsurfaces ....
evapotranspi~ept 1or some amage
Bill Retzlaff
ration, which
tssu1endleman Hall's _ _ _ _ _ _A
_ss_o_c_ia_te_d_e_a_n_fo_r_r_e_s_
e_a_rc_h_a_n_d_p_r_o_ife_c_ts_ focuses on the
water
loss
green roof is mainly a park to
enjoy, where people can hold nel test, a native plant evaluation from the roofs. Since the installaevents. The Engineering Building's and an evaluation of vegetables tion of the green roofs, students
have had the resources to conduct
is used for research, and the one on and herbs," Morgan said.
SIUE is teaming up with various experiments.
the Student Success Center, which
For more information on
is the largest at 16,000 square feet Pizzo, a company specializing in
and is paid for with student fees, the design, installation and main- SIUE's rooftop gardens, visit
provides environmental benefits tenance of native plant companies, green-siue.~om.
and increases biodiversity on cam- to study their performance on
green roofs and storm water runoff Mac Swartz c an be reached at
pus.
There is also a fourth green benefits.
mswartz@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
GREEN ROOFS
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kins said. "SOS has a mission of
overall education. The combination will make for a better campus
overall."
Junior business management
major Thomas Warner, of Glen
Carbon, a new member of FTN,
said both groups create opportunities for students.
"As someone who hopes to
one day start a business revolving
around solar panel installation, I
feel that Focus the Nation could
lead students into lucrative, fulfilling positions in sustainable energy," Warner said.
For more information about

Focus the Nation's vision is a
sustainable energy world. SOS
has a mission of overall
education ....
Kevin Ad ki ns
SOS sustainability officer

SIUE a great place for education
about, innovation of and implementation of sustainable energy
solutions.
"Focus the Nation's vision is
a sustainable energy world," Ad-

Focus the Nation, visit their website at www.focusthenation.org.
Josh Bovinette can be reached at
dbovinette@alestlelive.com or 6503527. Fol/ow @PhantomKowMedia.
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4-11-13
An officer responded to Rendleman
Hall after receiving a call about a
middle-aged female acting suspiciously, talking to herself and not responding to others. She was
located, taken to the police department and transported to her residence.
An officer issued Connor N. Wright
a citation for speeding 68 mph in a
45 mph wne on South University
Drive near Stadium Drive.
An officer issued Brittany C. Owens
a citation for speeding 45 mph in a
25 mph wne on South University
Drive at P2 Road.

An officer issued Sean M. Maher a
citation for speeding 42 mph in a
25 mph wne on South University
Drive at P2 Road.
An officer issued Kayla B. Britcher
a citation for speeding 46 mph in a
25 mph wne on South University
Drive at P2 Road.

.•

..

•T...
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the police department, processed
and unable to post bond. Bridge
was taken to Madison County Jail.

An officer issued Danielle Rist a citation for speeding 64 mph in a 45
mph zone on South University
Drive near Stadiun1 Drive.
An officer issued J an1mie L. Dooley
a citation for uninsured motor vehicle on Northwest Entrance Road
near Lot 11.
An officer issued Edmond J.
Thomas III a citation for speeding
41 mph in a 25 mph wne on South
University Drive near University
Park Drive.

An officer issued Justin K. Lawson
citations for speeding 46 mph in a
25 mph wne and driving an uninsured motor vehicle on South University Drive at University Park
Drive.

4-12-13

An officer issued Meaghan N.
Hutchinson a citation for speeding
40 mph in a 25 mph wne on South
University Drive near University
Park Drive.

An officer arrested Jonathon M.
Bridge for DUI, illegal transportation of alcohol and improper lane
usage. Bridge was transported to

An officer issued Brittany C. Feeney
a citation for speeding 62 mph in a
45 mph wne on South University
Drive north of Stadium Drive.

An officer located a female in Lovejoy Library thought to be homeless.
They talked to her and found out
she was a student who hid her backpack in the stairwell while in class.

An officer responded to a two-vehicle accident on South University
Drive at Stadiun1 Drive. The Edwardsville ambulance was requested
for a female whose airbag deployed.
She was transported to Anderson
Hospital.

4- 13- 13
An officer issued Chrissa Sampos a
citation for speeding 46 mph in a
25 mph wne on South University
Drive at University Park Drive.
An officer took report that a female
and her boyfriend got in a fight at
503 Cougar Village. He hit her several times and she hit him back with
a mop handle. He started walking
away when the officers stopped
him, and they returned to the apartment. The officers stood by while
she collected her things.

4-14-13
An officer issued Dylan J. Cebulske
a citation for speeding 43 mph in a
25 mph wne near the Early Childhood Center.

Make the most of your free time this summer.
Take a class at PSC and save time and money!
We offer high quality courses at an
affordable price. Course credits transfer
back to your college or university.
Registration is underway.
Classes begin:
I st session: May 28-July 19
2nd session: June I0-August 2

For more information, visit
prairiestate.edu/summeronly.

/
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4/18
Springfest Student Organization Fair
Stratton Quadrangle
10 a .m . - 2 p .m .

EARTH WEEK 2013
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Gabriel Iglesias presents: Stand - Up Revolution
Meridian Ballroom
7:30 - 9:30 p.m .

....C

Monday, April 22
-"Student Sustainability Day : Educate and Participate" information tables in the MUC Goshen Lounge from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
-Clothing Resale to raise funds for Uganda Fish Farms from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the MUC Goshen Lounge
-Kentucky Knife Fight playing on the Quad from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
-DIY Workshop : Marking Glass Cleaner from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the MUC Goshen Lounge
-"Sustainability and Diversity in Education" presentation by Jacqueline Patterson the National Director of the
NAACP Climate Change and Environmental Justice program on the Quad at 3 p.m.
Tuesday, April 23
-"Transportation Day" from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the Quad
-DIY Workshop : Making Laundry Soap from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the Quad
Wednesday, April 24
-"Theater Day" on the Quad
-"Chalk the Quad!" with messages or artwork about sustainability from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
-DIY Workshop : Making Multi-purpose Cleaner from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
the Quad
Thursday, April 25
-Kansas Street Ramblers playing on the Quad from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
-DIY Workshop : Growing Edible Herbs from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the Quad
Friday, April 26
-Clothing Resale to raise funds for Uganda Fish Farms from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the MUC Goshen Lounge
-Presentation on upcoming legislation on tracking for oil and gas in Illinois" by Environmental Lawyer Penni
Livingston from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
-DIY Workshop : Making Deodorant and Toothpaste

Cl)
4/19
Springfest Monster Mash
Stratton Quadrangle
11 a .m. - 4 p .m .

Q)

>
Q)

Dance in Concert
Dunham Hall Theater
7:30 - 9:30 p .m .
4/20

C)

Robotic Competition
Meridian Ballroom
8 a .m . - 6 p .m.

C
•-

E

Chi Epsilon Honor Society Induction Ceremony
Bluff Hall Multi-Functi o n Room
9 a .m. - 1 p .m .

0
0

AST Sc holarsh ip Ban q ue t
MUC University Restaurant
11 a .m . - 1:30 p .m .

a.

Delta Lambda Phi Spring Initiation
MUC Board Room
1 - 5 p .m .

::,

4/21

Friday Night "Spring of Sustainability Party" from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. on the Quad
-Aaron Kamm &the One Drops
-Free Capri Sun juice pouches
-T-shirt give away

Society of Women Engineers End of Year
Event
Cougar Lake Pavillion
3 - 8 p.m.

This event isfunded in wholly or in part throuih Student Activity Fees

THINK YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN A
CAREER IN PUBLIC SERVICE?
SIU's Vince Demuzio Governmental Internship Program is
one way to find out ... AND earn $720 - $960 a month!
The program offers two distinct types of internship experience for full-time SIUE students.

1

Legislative staff internships with House
and Senate Republicans and Democrats.
Typically, interns work in the district office
fifteen to twenty hours per week and perform
duties as regular staff members. The most
important criteria for the internship experience
are good oral and written communication skills
and a strong commitment to public service.

2

Internships with a state agency.
Typically, interns work fifteen to twenty
hours per week in one of several local
state agencies and perform duties as regular
staff members. The most important criteria for
the internship experience are good oral and
written communication skills and a strong
commitment to public service.

For more information, contact either of these offices by phone or visit their websites.
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Career Development Center

618.536.3465

618.650.3708

www.southernillinois.edu

www.siue.edu/careerdevelopmentcenter

-
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Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week!
Polls, message boards and more at www.alestlelive.com
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Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Mat Camp at
650-3524 or opinion@alestlelive.com.
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and
~ublishers of the Alestle
be eve in the free exchange
of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as
many letters as possible.
Letters may be submitted at
the Alestle office located in
the Morris University Center,
Room 2022 or via e-mail at
opinion@alestlelive .com.
All hard copy letters should be
typed and double-spaced .
Letters should be no lor~er
than 500 words. lnclu e
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class rank and major.
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letters for grammar and
content. Care will be taken to
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Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except
under extreme circumstances.
We reserve the right
to reject letters.

About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is free.
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cost l eac .
.
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press
Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press, Student Press
Law Center, College
Newspaper, Business &
Advertising Managers.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the
names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville: Alton,
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Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
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Tuesdays online during the fall
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edition is available
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semesters.
For more imormation,
call 618-650-3528.
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Have a comment?
Let us know!

Going green: It's easier than you think
Spending the time to separate recyclables can reduce waste in landfills
"Go Green!" You see it everywhere.
It is now part of the media, celebrities
are telling us to do it because it is the "right
thing to do," and it · has even become a
marketing tool for companies trying to reach
a younger, "hipper," demographic. It just so
happens that these messages
actually do have bearing
and the changes they
promote really are worth
doing.
Mac Swartz
Alestle Reporter

Studies show that, on average, each
person in America uses 100 gallons of water
and generates about 6 pounds of waste per
day. Combined, we produce more than 40
percent of the world's garbage (more than
any other country) while only making up 5
percent of the world's population. A country
so advanced in areas such as industry and
technology is so far behind in something

essential to our livelihood in that we use
these resources multiple times daily.
Part of the problem could be that many
have begun to ignore the message. The
media and countless campaigns bash the
mantras into our heads so often that they
have become so omnipresent in society that
it causes us to ignore it.
"Reduce.
Reuse.
Recycle."
"Be
sustainable." "Eat organic." As annoying as
these proverbs may have become, the reason
they're so prominent is that they have
something backing them up. The fact is, as
much as we hope ignoring the problem will
make all of the issues, like the ever-filling
landfills and harm to the environment,
caused by our current way of life go away, it's
here to stay.
Now that we have established that we
should go green, the question now is "how?"
In this day and age, we like to do things the
easy way. Instead of tossing everything into
your trashcan, take a few seconds out of your
day to separate out your recyclables.
By recycling, we reduce the amount of

waste in landfills. When waste sits in
landfills, even biodegradable products that
would otherwise become a part of the
environment again are unable to break down
because they lack oxygen and sunlight.
Recycling is only one way to go green,
however. Not eating local, organic foods
promotes irresponsible land use and increases
emissions emitted in getting food to stores.
Using cosmetics harmful to the environment
releases chemicals, which negatively affect
the surroundings and absorb into your skin.
Disposable plastic bottles use energy in their
production and significantly add to the
amount of waste in landfills.
Making changes that better the
environment benefits the planet, the
wellbeing of others around the world and
ultimately your health. You can make as few
or as many changes as you want to go green.
It's easier than you think.
Mac Swartz can be reached at
mswartz@alesttelive.com or 650-3530. Follow
@'nacswartz.

Re-thinking sustainability: More than just recycling
Humanity must unite and put petty differences aside to save the planet
When I tell people I'm the president of
the Student Organization for Sustainability
here· on campus, I receive a lot of strange
looks of inquiry when I tell them I also
happen to be an English education major because sustainability only
involves
environmental
science and biology arid
stuff... right?
Kim Lee
SOS President

I think a lot of people imagine that I'll
enforce a strict recycling rule in my class or
teaeh books like "The Lorax," and, sure,
these are both plausible possibilities for the
future, but the issues run deeper than that
and are much more relevant to our lives than
one may think.
When we hear the word sustainability,
we usually think either one of two things:
Environmental issues (e.g. if you keep
driving a gas-guzzling car, the fumes will
contribute to pollution and global warming
and crazy hurricanes and destroy the earth)

or economic issues (e.g. besides destroying
the earth, your guzzler of gas will guzzle
your money and destroy your wallet.)
There is nothing wrong with these
views - they are quite correct and, of
course, are a bit more complicated than I
have put them. What is most often
overlo9ked, however, is the people factor of
sustainability.
How are these environmental and
economic issues affecting us, the ones we
love and the human population as a whole?
And in return, how are our actions amongst
ourselves ultimately contributing to these
other two factors?
When we think about factories in this
country, for example, it's generally not in
some
ritzy
high-class
golf course
neighborhood. No, it is in slums and broken
neighborhoods where those in poverty must
live among and breathe in toxic chemicals
that reduce their health and quality of life.
And when corporations pump chemicals
into our foods in order to drive down prices
and raise sales, the impoverished and
uneducated are the ones who suffer because
it is not only easier, but cheaper, to find a

bag of Cheetos than a carton of strawberries.
With instances like these, those affected
are the ones who are often put in a position
of being oppressed, making it harder to
speak out against such injustices. Most, if
not all, issues in sustainability and human
rights stem simply from inequality.
When we fail to see others eye to eye,
we lose touch with something truly
fundamental. Just as humans are no more
separate from the earth we live on, we must
realize we all have more in common than the
petty differences that divide us.
We cannot even begin to think about
saving an entire planet if we cannot accept
one another as fellow human beings.
So, how can students live more
sustainably? Be nice.
This upcoming Earth Week - and every
week, really - tell weird jokes, laugh _
together, play together, listen to one another,
and, most of all, go forth with open mind,
critical spirit and loving heart.
Guest columnist Kim Lee is president of the
Student Organization for Sustainability. She can
be reached at kllee@siue.edu.

Send us an e-mail :

o pini on@alestle live .c om
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167
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Should students be more active in their sustainability efforts?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com!
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2013 Senior Assignment Showcase Winners
College of Arts
Sciences

&

Anthropology
Kathryn Chapman
Aslin Fanning
Art & Design
Amanda Arnett
Margaret Sherer
Biological Sciences
Eric Westhafer
Chemistry
Jack Harms

Sociology and Criminal Justice
Studies
Reginald Black
Daniel Shinn
Foreign Languages & Literature
Hannah White
Tony Garcia
Kendra Will
Geography
Sawyer Smith
John Gilmore
Historical Studies
Jessalyn Ludwig
Gabe LaFond
Jeremy Hegger
Mass Communications
Matt Seniour
Denise Donley
Mathematics and Statistics
Syed Alnoor
Nicole Titus
Music
Michael Krueger
Philosophy
Randy Tribbet
Griffin Trapp
Physics
M att Bauman
Joseph Trost
Political Science
Bryan Skorczewski

Social Work
Carissa Harwell
Austin Korns

Kathryn Ebel
Ni cole Harmo n
Emily Cook

Construction
Brett Dickerson
Keith Muckenstrum

Speech Communication
N ick Martinez
Colleen Tepatti
Andrea Couri
Sarah Rohner
Ellen Auer
Jennifer Ross
Kyla Kirby
Laynie Richardson
Colleen Ryan
Emily Skeels
Jill ian Chard
Matthew Dye
Amy Gardiner
Megan Pitcher
Rafael Gonzalez
Dan Schmidt
Jantzen Hawkins
Gabriela Barnett
Cassandra Hoffman
Emily Ragusa
Amanda Morgan
Danielle Riedle
Anne Donath
Hope Walker
Meagan Atkins
Stephanie Mareth

Kinesiology and Health
Education
Raven Berry
Lindsey Coleman
Ki ara Conner
Whitney Davis
Amanda Ledbetter
Kim Bruning
Chelsey Flamm
Jamarr Henaifesh
Andy Scheuman
Kyle Timmons
Erin Aikman
Raven Shelton
Dana Morris
Demonica Jones
Raven Windett
Ashley Baugh
Kaleb Clifton

Electrica l and Comp uter
Engineering
Megan Westrich
Jacob Hostettler
Maxwell Murphy
Marica Fesler

School of Nursing
Dimi Jolliff
Kelsey Staley
Sa rah Lambert
Brittany Buesking
Alicia Semmler
Renate Jeddahlyn Prado Depuno
Jennifeeer Humphrey
Beth Kreke

School of Educati on
Early Childhood Education
Melissa Frey
Ke lsey Cady
Elementary Education
Lauren W inter
lz111,ily Barnes

Psychology
Martha Pinones
Holly Lee
Lauren Murphy
Special Education and
Communication Disorders
Samantha Lyons
Michael Mueller
Michael Sly
Natalie Mortimer

School of Engineering
Civil Engineering
Alex Dunker
Daniel Swiggett
Matthew Tobias
Shelby Beeker
Thomas Packman
Evan Wilson
Tyson Hodge
Computer Science
Kevin A nderson
Robert Black
Ian Clasen
Lou is Koest er
Nathaniel Lawson
Joshua Renth

Industrial and Manufacturing
Engineering
Travis Powers
Alex Wolff
Mechanical Engineering
Colin Hale
Ryan Brune
Alex Barnes
Pau l Steimel
Nathan Rucker
Ethan Fisher
Matt Coleman
Matt Tripp

School of Business
Accounting
Tim Byerley
Aaron Hanks
Computer Management and
Information Systems
Kyle Detmer
Tyler Hatton
Brett Lanxon
Shawn Clair
John Do
Stephen Oltman
Aaron Alexander
James Boudeman
Michael Kocurek
Economics and Finance
Nick Mehner

School of Pharmacy
A dam Lux
Ken neth Knutson
Christina Ley
Shan no n Hindahl
Harry Zoll ars
A nd rew Schwierjohn

2013 Senior Standout
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Presented by the Provost and Vice ~
The Senior Standouts Award recognizes graduating seniors who have excelled both in and out o
this award honors outstanding academic achievement while also

II
Aaron Hanks
Nominated by: Michoel Costigon, Department of Accounting

Career Goal: Getting ojob in the USA, u~ng her Optionol Procticol
Troining

Hometown: Bunker Hill, Illinois
Major: Accountoncy
GPA: 3.97 Graduating: December 2013
Career Goal: Upon completion ofhisBochelor's degree ofSIUE, Aoron
plonson becoming oCertified PublicAccountonl.

Accomplishments: Betul is ostudent in the lstonbul Technicol University
jlTU)-SIUE Ouol Oiplomo program. She studied of ITU her lreshmon ond iunior
yeors ond hos studied on the SIUE compus her rophom01e ond her senior
yeori. Betul hos successfully ocdimoted to the differences in educationol
systemsbetween Turkeyond the United Stoles. Shewos octively invo~ed 01 a
student leoder of ITU ond hos received o number of owords while ot SIUE
including recognition on the Deon'sHonor List for eoch simester she hos been
on compus. Betul isolro orecipient of the Outslonding Senior Student Aword
ond the SIUE Tuition Assistonce Scholorship. She hos served os oMorketing
Intern with Shell Turkeyin lstonbul ond on lndustriol Engineering Intern with
Southwest Illinois AdvoncedMonufocturing Center in Edwordsville. Betul's lilechonging experience hos been leoving her home in Turkey to study o1 SIUE.
She soys, 'This wos ochonce for me to get to knowonother culture firit-liond.
Culturol differencesore more thon just differences in longuog~, oppeoronces,
ond personol hobill.Aperson'sculture reflects very deep perceptions, beliek,
ond volues thot influence his or her woy of life ond the woy thot she or he
views theworld. Iwill return home with new peripectives."

Accomplishments: Aoronis currenrlyoSupplementol Instruction leoder
forStotisticolAnolysisfor Bu~ness Oeci~onson compus. He has been nomed
lothe Deon's List four semesters. Aoron hos been octive os President, Vice
President, Director of Fundroising, ond Assistonl Director of Fundroising with
Students TodoyAlumni Tomorrow!STAT), which wos recognized os Kimmd
leodership Center's Orgonizotion of the Yeor for 2011-2012. Aoron is the
recipient of theBKOScholorshipond the SIUE Cougor Pride Scholarship. He is
ocondidoteforBetoAlpha PsiondVicePresident of Membership.Aoron is olso
Treosurer of lutheron Compus Ministries (LCM). His most memoroble
ocodemic experience wos in his Cost Accounting II doss when he porticipoted
inogroup proiect where he ond his group assumed the role of oconsulting
firm 101 o mock dentist's office. He ond his group were ~eosed with their
proiect results, the woy in which they worked together, ond their
profes~onolism. He roys, "Our success hos driven me even further to do my
best, and Iconsider this proiect to be the point in which Ibecome focused on
my career. Icontribute omojor port of my success lo my profesrori, who ore
alwoys there to help ond give odvice on things in~de ond outside of dost"

fl
Alyssa Dewees
Nominated by: Eric W. Ruckh, Deportment of History
Hometown: Columbio, Illinois
Major: English ond Foreign longuoges: Concentrolion in Sponish
GPA: 3.75 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Alysso ospires to earn oPh.D.inEnglish ond literoture to
become aUniveriity Profesror.

-

_...,.

Accomplishments: Alysro is currently oSponish teacher of Glen Corban
Elementory School. She volunteers os on ESL leocher through her church ond
o coterer with Mission Catering. Alysso is the Undergroduole Student
Representolive for the English Deportment Curriculum Committee. She is o
member of the Notionol Scxiety of leodership ond Success, on honor's
student, ondhos been nomed tothe Deon's list three semesters duringher
time of SIUE. DuringSummer, 2012 Alysro studied obrood oflo Acodemio de
Espanol Quito in Quito, Ecuodor. Her most outstonding intellectuol endeovor
of SIUEhos been to moster speoking Sponish. She roys, 'leorning to speok
Sponish hos offorded me countless exciting ond fulfilling experiences.' In her
work os on ESL teocher she roys, "In the coses of the students in my English
doss, Iknow thot l·om providing them with on opportunity lo leorn whot they
would not [hove] otherwise been oble to offord. The knowledge I give con
potenliolly, rodicolly, improve not only their rolory but olro their quolity of
life."

Ayse Betvl Akyuz
Nominated by: H.Felix lee, lndustriol &Monufocturing Engineering
Hometown: lstonbul, Turkey
Major: Ouol Degree UndergraduoteProgrom-lndustriol Engineering
GPA: 3.90 Graduating: Moy201 3

II
Bradley Ripley
Nominated by: Jionpeng Zhou, Civil Engineering
Hometown: Decotur, Illinois
Major: Civil Engineering
GPA: 3.95 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Brodley intends on being oCivil Engineer upon groduotion.
Accomplishments: Brodley ~ o Geotechnicol Engineering Teoching
As~stont on compus. lost summer he interned with the Metropoliton St. Louis
Sewer District. Brodley is the Vice President of SIUE's Chi Epsilon Honor Scxiety
chapter ond o (o.(optain of the Concrete Conoe Teom. He is o Meridion
Scholor ond hos been recognized on the Deon's List 7consecutive semesters.
He is orecipient of the Oulllanding Junior ond the Outstonding Senior awords
in the Civil Engineering Deportment. Brodley's most outstonding intellectuol
endeovor of SIUE hos been through his involvement with the Concrete Conoe
Teom. He roys, 'Coptoining the Concrete Conoe leom hosbeen on exercise in
project monogemenl, 01 well os knowledge. I hove leorned how best lo
monogepeople, set up meetingsond delegateloskt This proiecl hosbeenon
exercise in implementing everything Ihove leorned throughout the course of
my ocodemic coreer os ocivil engineering student ofSIUE. •

Cassandra Sams
Nominated by: Eric Ruckh, History
Hometown: Eost Peorio, Illinois
Major: Speech-longuoge Pothology/Audiology
GPA: 3. 97 Graduating: May 2013
Career Goal: Cossondro plons to be oSpeech-longuoge Pothologist in
Eorly Intervention Services oher ottending graduole S1hool.
Accomplishments: Cossondro is oMeridion Scholar ond in the Honor's
Program. She is currently o Student Clinician with the Accent Modification
Program. She is olro oReseorch Assistonl with SIUE's Undergroduate Reseorch
l!Jld Creotive Activities Progrom. Cossondro hos been nomed to the Deon's List
eoch semester since enrollingof SIUE ond ~ts on the School of Educotion's
Deon's Dozen. She is involved with the Phi Eto Sigmo Freshmon Honors

isthe Secretory of the Society of Monufocturing Engineeri. He hos os~sted in
founding Tou Beta E~lon on compus for outstonding Engineering studenll.
He is involved with o mentoring program through the Regional Business
Council. He hos been named to the Dean's list three semestert Cloyton is o
lronsfer student. His most meaningful ocademic endeavor wos trongtioning
horn osmoll college to SIUE. He lllys, 'Ifound thot despite being alarge stole
univer~ty, the olmosphere wos ~milor to thot of omuch smoller S1hool. The
class gzes were small enough to allow me to get the attention thot Ineeded,
ond the profellllrs who taught them were easy to connect with ond willing to
go the extra mile to moke sure thot Iunderitood the moteriol odequotely. My
expectations have been blown oway, because I hove iust been hired os o
Structurol Engineer by ocompany inthe oreo two months before Ihove even
graduated!'

Society, the Notionol Scxiety of Collegiole Scholori, and the Notionol
Re~dence Holl Honorory - Red Storm Chopler. She is o SIUE Experience
(ougor Guide, isinvolved with SIUE'schopter of the Notionol Student Speech
longuoge Heoring Associotion, ond volunteers with Americon (oncer Society's
Annuol Reloy for life on compus. Cossondro is orecipient of the Troci Storey
Student Scholorship ond hos been nomed to Who's Who Among Americon
Colleges and Univer~ties. She studied obrood of the Univer~ty of Poris IVCours de Civilizotion Froncoise de lo Sorbonne. She hos olro been o Desk
Monoger with Univer~ty Hou~ng. Cosrondro's most outstonding intellectuol
endeovor of SIUE hos been her work with the Accent Modificotion Progrom.
She roys, 'Accent Modificotion is ovoluntory service for odults who speok
English os osecond longuoge ond wish for their spoken English to round more
likethot of onolive English speaker. Being in the clinichos given me onew
perspective on moteriol I wos leorning in the dossroom. This procticum
opportunity pertectly blended with coursework, ollowing omultidimen~onol
learning environment. This comprehensive opprooch has properly prepored
me for graduote school, os well 01 my coreer in Speech longuage Pathology.'

II
Kourtney Mraz
Nominated by: Ooyna Henry, Kine~ology and Health Education

II
Clark Schmidt
Nominated by: loci OeClue, lntercollegiote Athletics

Hometown: Monteno, Illinois
Major: Community Heolth Educotion
GPA: 4.0
Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Kourtney aspires tobe an Occupotional Therapist.

Hometown: Rontoul, Illinois
Major: Bu~ness Administrolion
GPA: 4.0
Graduating: December 2013
Career Goal: Clork plons lo pursue ofull-time coreer that allows him the
opportunity to travel ond enioy all life has lo offer.
Accomplishments: Clork works os on lntromurol Sports Superviror ond
Officio! with SIUE's Compus Recreotion. He~ olro oYor~ty Room Attendonl
with Intercollegiate Athletics ond o Campus Monoger with Roverlown
Enterprises. Clark is the President of the Student Athlete Advirory Committee
ond is on the Men'sVorsity Golf Team. He hos been oNCAA Student-Athlete
leodership Forum Porticipont. Clork hos been nomed to the Deon's List each
semester ~nee enrolling of SIUE. He is o member of the Phi Koppo Phi
Notionol Honor Scxiety ond omember of the Beto Gommo Sigmo Notionol
Honor Scxiety. He isothree-lime recipient of the OVC Medol of Honor. Clork's
most outstonding intellectuol endeovor of SIUE has been his pursuit of a
pertect 4.0 grade point overoge. He roys, "As o four-yeor member of the
men's golf teom, Student-Athlete Advirory Committee President, and two-job
student worker, ii con be orgued that Ihave had alot on myploteinmy time
at thisuniver~ty. The fact that Ihave been obleto mointoin such good grodes
while porticipoting in oll of these other octivities is flu~ the accomplishment I
om most proud of in my entire ocodemic career.'

Accomplishments: Kourtney is ofront Desk Manoger with Univer~ty
Housing and an intern al Apex Physical Theropy in Maryville, lllinoit She hos
olro been oStudent Coller with the univer~ty'sAlumni Affoirs office. Kourtney
hos volunteered with Hillman Pediotric Theropy, Ahon Memoriol Hospitol,
lntegroted Medico! Group, and Westside Children'sTheropy. She hos been on
the Dean's List and been named to the Deon's Dozen. Kourtney is orecipient
of o Cougor Pride Scholarihip ond the Desk Manoger of the Month oword.
Kourtney'smost out~onding intellectuol endeovor of SIUE wos completing her
Senior Assignment. She ond her group were respon~ble f01 presenting
infarmotion obout healthy snocking lo three rophomore closses of Alton High
School. She roys, 'Inever realized Ihod the creotivity to hold the ottention of
teenogers 01 thot educoting otheri could be en~yable for me. Ithink thot I
leorned olittle more obaut myself horn completing my senior o~gnment. I
found o po~on thot I didn't know I hod ond pushed myself forther
ocodemical~ thon Ithought Icould ond succeeded.'

IJ Elizabeth C. Otto

fl Clayton Marsland

Nominated by: Dr. SuronHume, Geogrophy
Hometown: Glen Corban, Illinois
Major: Geogrophy
GPA: 3.80 Graduating: Moy2013
Career Goal: Elizobeth plons lo be oGeospotiol Ano~st of the Notionol
Geospotiol~ntelligence Agency.

Accomplishments: Cloyton wos oSummer Monufocturing Intern ot Agr~
Fob Inc., in Sullivan, Illinois the post two summers. He wos oSummer Intern
the two summers beforethat with the Shelby County HighwoyDeportment. He

Accomplishments: Elizobeth serves os on intern with ,he Notionol
Geospoliol-lntelligence Agency (NGA) in Arnold, Misroun. Prior to thot, she
wos o URCA Assistonl with Or. Grossmon in the Deportment of Geogrophy.
Elizabeth is o member of the Notional Society of leoderihip ond Success,
Honor Scxiety of Phi Kappo Phi, Golden Key International Honor Scxiety, the
Geography Club, Gomma Theto Upsilon, Doughters of the American
Revolution, the Americon Associotion of Geographeri, and the United Stoles
Tennis Asroc1otion. Elizobethwos olro on Air Force ROTC Codet. She is oContor
of Mother of Perpetuol Help Church in Moryville ond o Porish School of
Religion (o-leocher of St. Cecilio's Church in Glen Corban. Elizobeth's most

Nominated by: H. Felix lee, lndustriol &Monufocturing Engineering
Hometown: Windror, Illinois
Major: Ml!Jlufocturing Engineering
GPA: 3.94 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Clayton was recently hired os o Structurol Engineer.
Eventuolly, he would like lo be a Design/Product Engineer or Monufocturing
Engineer of John Deere, Caterpillor, or Boeing.

outstonding intellectuol experience al SIUE was er
onimored mop of the lower Annopumo ngion of
mopping roltwore in Geography 420 - lnllrlctmi ond
She roys, 'This wos on exciting pr~ed u se I IOI
learned within the clossroom direcrly infl111Ke cum
todoy, ond especiol~ in this cose, the t!ueailed Ian

II
Elizabeth Paquin
Nominated by: Jomes Ponico, Ph.D,CCC-SlP
Hometown: foirview Heighll, lllino~
Major: Speech Pothology ond Audiology
GPA: 3.89 Graduating: May 2013
Career Goal: Elizobeth would like fl eorn
certificotion 01 a speech-languoge po1hola;sf ond
within o medico! setting. Specilical~, she would Ii
community ond focuson rehabilitationand lllbilitoli
odulfl.
Accomplishments: Bizabeth ~ a Student Cl
Modification Program ond Foculty Assistoot with the
and Creotive Activities Program on campm. lhe hos
List every semester gnce enrolling o1 SIUl Uizabeth
Golden Key lnternotionol HoflOI Socie~, t 111ember
Speech longuoge Hearing Associotion INSII.HA), on
Sigmo Hon01 Society. She ~ involved di the (
Students Todoy Alumni Tomorrow (STAij, ad has b
Promotionol Video interviewee. Bizabe~ Im volun
Golden Key lnrernotional Honor Socie~, • Spem
ond the Hoge Conference. Her mo~ outslmll1g intel
hos been her Senior Proiect, in conn with
Progrom. Through the progrom's din~ sill has wo
voriety of.cultures who wont to improw dis English
•As a whole, the senior o~gnment has allowed
coursewor~ observotion\ and related research o
therapeuticstrotegies to eoch of my cli111C sessiont
myobility to heor differences inoperlOll'sspee<hI
round occented too notivespeoker.'

II
Matthew Opel
Nominated by: Eric Ruckh, History
Hometown: Marine, Illinois
Major: Historicol Studies
GPA: 3. 90 Graduating: August 21113
Career Goal: Motthew plons to pursue ateoch1•
History ond low.
AccompUshments: Matthew is o mber c
Scxiety ond hos been nomed lo the lletn's Li.
transferring to SIUE. He maintains employm11I off cc
coordinote acharity memorial motorcycle ride for th
Ride and Foundation. Motthew's most OUl!landing
SIUE hos been his Senior Project. Alt!io.ih still
reseorch combines his two oreos of illlelest. histo
'Understonding of lmpeochment durifll die Con
1787' He roys, 'As the culminotion of my time
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~ and out of the classroom. With a minimum cumulative grade point average requirement of 3.75,

~hile also acknowledging significant contributions to campus life.

ljlelience of SIUE 'ffi ueoting an interactive ond
r Annapurna region of Nepal using spe<ializeli
raphy 420 - lnlenl<tiYe and Animated Cartography.
citing projed bemse Icould see how the skills I
mdiredly influeoce current issues in the world
case, the threaler!d languages of today's world.'

provided me with a meaningful outlet to utilize my skills that Ihave learned
here as well as explore my talent in applying these skills ta my awn research
enterprise. (My research an this topic] has a chance to make a meaningful
contribution to a historical debate that has for many yeari had ramifications
in contemporary politics ond law.'

Frank Sottosanto
quin
Panico, Ph.D., CCC-SIP
eights, lllina~
ond Audiology
·ng: Moy 2013
th WOtJld like to earn her license and dinical
nguage pathologist and begin her career working
Spe<ilical~, she wou~ like lo give back lo her
habilttation and habilitolion for both children and
Bizabeth ~ o Student Clinician with the Accent
faculty Assistant with the Undergraduate Research
roman campus. She hai been named lo the Deon's
rolling al SIUE. Enabeth is Chapter President af
onor Society, a mber af the Notional Student
Association (NSSUIA), and a member of Phi Eto
~ involved with the Campus Activities Board,
ow (STATI, and has been a Speech Pathology
wee. Bizobeth hai volunteered with Ameri<orps,
Society, the Speech Pathology Open House,
Her most outstondiig intelledual endeovor at SIUE
·ed, in connection fflh the Accent Modification
gram's dinic, she ills worked with clients hom a
Ito improve their English accents. Elizabeth soys,
aisignmenl has lllowed me to incarporole my
and related reselll(h articles to apply different
af my clinic sellions. I hove greatly improved
ces in a person's speech that make the individual
speaker.'

el
uckh, History
inois

Hhew is a membei af Phi Koppa Phi Hanar
to the De111 s List every semester since
ntains employment off campus and volunteered la
·a1 motorcycle ride for the Tad Simmons Memariol
hew's most outstanding intelleduol endeavor al
r Projed. Althaufi still in progress, Matthew's
oreos of interest history and law. His topic 1s
hment during the Conslilulionol Convention of
ulminalion of my time at SlUE, the prajed has

Nominated by: Jionpeng Zhou, Civil Engineering
Hometown: Plainfield, Illinois
Major: Civil Engineering
GPA: 3.78 Graduating: May 2013
Career Goal: frank plans ta pursue a Civil Engineering career after
graduation.
AccompUshments: frank is ostudent athlete ond amember of the SIUE
Men's Crais Country Teom. He~ the Se<retary of SIUE'schapter al Chi Epsilon,
the National Civil Engineering Honor Society. He is also a member af SIUE's
chapter of ASCE. He is currently a member of the Concrete Conae Team. frank
has been an the Dean's List and has been an Intern/Research Assistant for
Argonne Natianol lab in Argonne, Illinois. Frank's most outstanding
intellectual endeavor at SIUE has been his Senior Prajed. He ond his group
were charged with reducing storm water runoff in the Granite City area using
hydralogic and environmental designs in canjunctian with Juneau AsSO<iates.
He soys, 'While working an this projed there hove been many limes where we
have came acrais problems. Even though these problems were hustroling, I
leh like on<e Iwas ab~ ta solve them, I became a lot more confident in my
abilities. Dverall, my Senior Project has taught me what is actually going to be
expected af me after graduation. It hos shown me that Ihave what tt takes to
deal with complex problems that may arise during a day on the job. More
importantly ii has made me look forward to my future as oGvil Engineer.'

liJ Jessica Bosch
Nominated by: Michael (Dlligan, Department of Accounting
Hometown: TuS(ola, Illinois
Major: Accountancy
GPA: 4.0
Graduating: December 2013
.
Career Goal: Upon completion af her Bachelor's degree al SIUE, Jessica
plons on becoming oCertified Public Accountant.
AccompUshments: Jessica is currently an· Administrative Intern al
CliftonlorsonAl~n in Bel~ville, Illinois. Prior ta that, she was a Student
Accountant at the Morris University Center Business Office. Jessica is a member
of Beta Alpha Psi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Phi Eta Sigma Honors Society, and Beto
Gamma Sigma International Honor Society. She hos been named to the
Dean's List four times while of SIUE. Jessica is the recipient of the forty
Martyri Catholic Scholarship, the Cabot Corporation Scholarship, the Beto
Sigma Phi Scholarship, and the Alpha Sigma Tau Scholastic Award. She has
volunteered with Speciol Olympics, Adopt o Highway, St. Jude's Hospital,
Relay for Life. and Pink Hair for Hope. The most chollenging work experience
Jes~co has hod while of SIUE was ueoling a new inventory management
system while serving as a Student Accountant of the Morris University Center
Business Office. She soys, ' Ihad the pleasure of working with omultitude of
different people ond realized my true potential. This experience not on~
greatened my appre<ialion for my classes and oil that they have taught me,
but also makes me very excited for my future and all uprnming ventures that
ore lo come.'

· Katelynn Alexander
Nominated by: Jackie McCauley, Univeriity Housing &Soroh Laux,
Kimmel leadership Center
Hometown: Carrollton, Illinois
Major: History - Secondary Education Certification
GPA: 3.96 Graduating: May 2013
Career Goal: Kate is currenrly applying to graduate S(hool and hoping to
pursue o Master's Degree in Counseling or another Student Affairs related
field. She is also searching for graduate as~stantships within Univer~ty
Housing at multiple universities across the country.
Accomplishments: Kole hos been involved on campus throughout her
lime of SIUE. She hos been o Resident Assistant and Desk Manager for
University Housing and a family Resource Center Student Manager. She hos
gained leadership experiences by serving as the Illinois Campus Compact
Student Civic Engaged Scholar; Se<retory for the Alliance of Students Against
Poverty; and Student Coordinator for the Holy Angels Shelter Proje<I in East St.
Louis. Kole has also participated in an Alternative Spring Break Trip to New
Orleans and obtained Coll for Help Training for sexual assault advocacy. She
is involved with Golden Key International Honor Society, Notional Residence
Hall Hanarary - Red Storm Chapter, and Koppa Delta Pi - Education Honor
Saciety. In odditioo, Kate served on the School of Education's Deon's Dozen as
the Secondary Educolion Representative. She is the recipient of the Timothy P.
RS(her Award in Historical Studies, the Kimmel leadership Scholarship, the
Resident Assistant al the Year Award, and the Student Volunteer Services
Award. Kate's most outstanding ocodemic achievement hos been her
involvement with student teaching of Edwardsville High School. She soys, 'My
copstone experience within the School of Education of SIUE has influenced my
development as on educational professional and has allowed me to hove reo~
life experience in ocloSS1oom while still hoving access to assistance hom the
many professionals that serve as my mentors during this experience.' She is
passionate about teaching, education, and making o difference in her
students lives.

II
Erik Zimmerman
Nominated by: Keith Becherer, University Governance; Jennifer Coomer,
Office af Admissions; and Eric Ruckh, History
Hometown: Morton, Illinois
Major: Philosophy
GPA: 3.97 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Erik plans to pursue o Ph.D. program in Philosophy to
become a university professor.

Accomplishments: Erik is SIUE'sStudent Body President. He is also on
Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities Research Associate. He hos
been oSpringboard Student leader, the Student Body Vice-President, and a
Student Senator. Erik hos also been a Re~dent As~stonl and a front Desk
Monoger with University Housing. He hos been involved with Students
As~sting in Recruiting (STARs), Phi Sigma Tau as the Treasurer, Phi Eta Sigma,
and Residence Holl AsSO<iotion. He wos the Student Organizer of the 6th
Annual SIUE Undergraduate Philosophy Conference. Erik is listed on Who's
Wha of American Colleges and Universities. His most meaningful orndemic
experience of SIUE hos been through his affiliation with Undergroduote
Research and (reotive Activities (URCA). As a Research Associole, Erik hos
been able lo pursue research that explores 'The Problem af God When

Considering Postmodern Ethics'. He has learned how to actively engage in
reading difficult philosophicol texts and hos presented his writing at several
conferences that enabled him la dialogue with professionals and
undergraduates in the field af philosophy. Erik soys, 'These conversotions and
interactions with individuals from my field allowed me ta, for the first time,
know what I wanted lo do after groduotion--pursue a PhD and career in
philosophical research and teaching. The opportunities that URCA provided me
helped show me that my enjoyment of philosophy and higher education were
oduol~ rooted in passion for ~orning and teaching.'

• Megan Pitcher
Nominated by: Ronald P. Schaefer, Center for International Programs
Hometown: Morton, Illinois
Major: Speech (ommunicotion - Public Relotions &Sponish longuoge and
Literature
GPA: 3.89 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Megan hopes ta pursue acareer in International Relations.
Accomplishments: Megan is o Student Worker with the Office of
lnternotionol Programs. She is an Alumni Ambassador with Cultural
Experiences Abroad and studied obraod al the Univer~ty of Aliconte in
Alicante, Spain. Megan is the Treasurer of the SIUE Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRISA). She was involved with the SIUE Student
Development and leadership Progrom, the SlUE Saciology aub, and hos
served as Chair of Alpha Sig mo Tau's Sacial Committee. Megan's most
outstanding intellectual endeavor at SIUE hai been her deci~an lo study
abroad in Spain. She soys, 'Those four months helped me gain awelkounded
education, changed my careei poth, and helped ueate solid life goals.
Traveling ond meeting people ham all parts af the world helped me gain o
new perspective an American culture as well as a sensitivity and adaptability
ta other cultures. Upon return, Idecided to change my minor in Sponish to o
second major, and ta venture into ocareer path in international relations.'

Stephanie link
Nominated by: Thomas fowler, Biological Sciences
Hometown: Belleville, Illinois
Major: Pre-Medicol/Bialogicol Sciences
GPA: 4.0
Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Stephanie intends on continuing her studies aher
graduation ta became a medirnl doctor.
Accomplishments: Stephanie is passionate about becoming a medirnl
doctor. She works at Memorial Hospital in Belleville, Illinois. She is involved
with Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society and is an Associate with the Undergraduate
Research and Creative Activities (URCA) Program. She also volunteers os o
tutor with Project Read in Belleville, Illinois. She hos been named to the
Deon'slist at SIUE. Stephanie is the recipient of the Jackson Richard Milender
Memorial S(holorship, the Marrison Means Memorial S(holorship, the Douglas
lodge-Wolter Jones Memorial scholarship, MOS(Oufah EdU<ation AsSO<iotion
S(holorship, the Cyrus R. Glover S(holorship, and the Ethelyn Draser Boyd
S(holorship. The most impactful experience Stephanie has had at SIUE is
through her involvement with the URCA Program in the Biological Sciences
deportment. As on AsSO<iote, her project facuses on molecular recognition. She
is specificolly studying pheromones and pheromone-meptors of a mushroomfungus Sthizophyllum commune. She soys, 'This enriching experience

challenged me and has allowed me to explore and investigote new ideas. I
wos able to witness all of the complexities involved in research. Without this
experience Iwould not be the person Iom today. Ihove grown so much from
this endeavor and am thankful that Iwas chosen to be a port of it.'

: Thomas Packman
Nominated by: Jionpeng Zhou, Civil Engineering
Hometown: Washington, Illinois
Major: Civil Engineering
GPA: 3.80 Graduating: Moy 2013
Career Goal: Thomas plans on being a Civil Engineer after graduating.
Accomplishments: Thomos is on Engineer Intern of Hanson Professional
Services in Springfield, Illinois. He is also o front Desk Manager with
University Housing. Thomas is a recipient of the Meridion Scholarship. He is a
member af the Phi Eto Sigmo Notional Honors Society and the Treasurer of Chi
Epsilon Civil Engineering Honors Society. Thomas has been named to the
Deon's List six semesters. He is also on Eagle Stout. Thomas has participated
with the Conuete Canoe Team, Engineers without Borders, and hos traveled to
Canada an a mission trip with Calvary Mennonite Church. His most
outstonding intellectual endeavor at SIUE has been his Senior Projed. The
projed hos involved designing a single-story eight-by-three bay cosf.ill-jlloce
reinforced<onuete parking structure u~ng a poll-joist latera~oad resisting
system. He soys, 'My grades are o testament to my success, but my senior
design projed hos given me an experience that will allow me to be suuessful
in the professional world. Iom excited for the chance to toke the skills Ihove
gained hom my senior design projed ond work to build infrastructure that will
help people, and impact their lives on adaily basis.•

• Xiang (Dominic) Zhang
Nominated by: Dr. Yuping Zeng, Management and Marketing
Hometown: Xi' on, Chino
Major: Accountancy
GPA: 4.0
Graduating: May 2013
Career Goal: Xiong plons lo be a Manager or Entrepreneur aher
graduation.
Accomplishments: Xiong is on Intern at Stottrade, Int, in St. lauis,
Missouri. He is the Treasurer of Beto Alpha Psi Honor Society, Vice President of
the Society of Chinese Students, the Treosurer of the International Student
Council, o member of the Illinois CPA Society, a member af the Phi Theta
Kappa Honor Society, and a member of the SIUE Solar Car Racing Team. Xiang
is ore<ipient of the School of Business' Joy Dunston Memorial Scholarship and
the Alumni Assaciolion's legacy Stholorship. He has been nomed to the
Deon's list twice since enrolling of SIUE. He hos alsa volunteered with o
number of organizations on and off campus. Xiong's mail aulslonding
intellectual endeavor of SIUE hos included performing as oleader inseveral
student organizations. He olso porticipoted in mony ocodemicactivities that
helped him togoin obetter understanding of the business operation pracess
and'how lo excel of writing research poperi. In particular, Xiong soid a
research as~gnment in Accounting 303 was meaningful lo his learning. The
assignment consisted of studying the effects al the Statement of financial
Accounting Standards No. 143 and the financial Accounting Standards Board
Interpretation No. 47 on the Detroit Edison Company.

•
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Its not easy being green
oooD[n) @ @[n)®=lb®@rr@@m @[p>@rr'ltm®[n)\t
LINDSEY OYLER
Alestle Copy Editor

City life alters the connecti<?n t? nature
in most ways. To attempt any inkling of a
green thwnb inside a concrete jungle seems
futile. In order to keep some sense of growth,
perhaps it is time to move our creativity indoors.
Senior biological sciences major Brittany
Buckles, of Springfield, is helping with projects at the Eco House to sell biodegradable
seed pods at their Green Block Party on Saturday. To start this process, she p!anted seeds
in soil inside toilet paper rolls, usmg a rubber
band to put plastic on the bottom.
''When you take off the plastic, it becomes completely biodegradable," Buckles
said. "We're currently planting daisies, tomatoes and cantaloupe."
The best plants for the indoors, according to Director of the Gardens Jane Drake,
are those that are low maintenance.
"A good low light houseplant that's
great for clearing the contaminants out of the
air is the sansevieria," Drake said. ''It's a tall
and stiff succulent, also called mother-in-law's
tongue. It's low light and low water. Also, the
philodendron is great for hanging baskets."
The appeal of the succulent has also instigated its revival. They are easy to grow and
are not messy. They insist on little water and
a small pot.
Much of these houseplants work to clean
out the air through natural growing
processes. This is not where the benefits end,
though.
"One of the best things is that little connection with nature," Drake said. "It brightens vour mood and research shows that
plants e\'en shorten healing time."
Whilst wandering the aisles of Soulard's
historical Farmer's Market the o tl1er weekend, I fi:mnd several seedlings were for sale.

Lemongrass, mint and basil all sold for less
than $5. It would not be difficult to keep
them alive in a small space, they could season
small, college smdent dinners (a little_ fresh
basil on your ramen makes you feel slightly
more adaptive.)
Buckles grows her own onions, green
beans and asparagus at her home in Springfield. She places the onions in shot glasses to
grow before using them.
.
''I like to grow my own," Buckles said.
"That's much more satisfying."
Spices, especially perennials su~~ as
oregano and cluves, tend to be more 1;e5ilient.
Even if you forget to water them dunng final
exams, they may be able to bounce back easily.
Buckles suggests algae and aerials as a
good indoor project. Buckles even has her
own lightbulb terrarium.
''You can break through the top of a
lightbulb and use a ~eenex and h~ger to
clean it out," Buckles said. 'Then you JUSt put
in water and algae and it sustains itself." .
Aerial plants are those that ne~d no soil
to sustain life. Buckles suggests usmg some
sand for aesthetic appeal.
Lemon and lime trees are usually
brought indoors for winter growth. A good
pot could make these plants ~ood for apartment living, at least temporarily.
Apartrnenttherapy._com has a _g reat su~gestion for starting an infant tree ma pot m
order to keep it healthy. Just make sure you
have a good source and know how bi!$ the
tree will get in the years you confme 1t. It
would also be good if your apartment has a
balcony, so that you can let it breathe on
warm, surmy days.
. .
The only real rule about plants within
Cougar Village and other residenc<:5 on campus is due to the fact iliat hangmg plants
could break curtain rods according to ilie
2010-11 University Housing Contract. Also,
they cannot be suspended from balconies.

However, the best
way to perhaps
use a hanging
plant in these
areas would be to supply
your own lamppost or coat rack.
Houseplants
do not have to be expensive, either.
"I look at Lowe's for their clearance
plants under a dollar," Buckles said. "The
ones that haven't bloomed are the best. It's
also easier to buy ones that have already
started to grow."
Buckles said if a pot is not
available, try mason jars out for
size. It makes for a reusable
item and can be hung onto
boards and rope for organization. I have even seen people
hollow out old books for soil
and planting, a far more artistic approach.
Cougar Village will be
hosting POT day, encouraging residents to come
~~
from 4-6 p.m. to deco~
rate a ceramic pot and leave
with a flower or vegetable on Thursday,
weather permitting, at the tennis
court near the Commons building.
"The main concept is that society now is disconnected from
nature," Buckles said . "It's
called namre deficit disorder.
There's this spirimal fallout . . .
It'd be easy to bring a seed
home if they live in cities and don't
get to sit out here [in nature). It'd
bring it home for them."
Lindsey Oyler can be reached at
tayter@alesttelive.com or 650-353 1.
Follow@LindseyRockStar.
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Eco House:
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Students from ·different backgrounds
come together, finish projects

JOHN LAYTON
Alestle Managing Editor

There is one house on campus students can live in, and it provides them
with a more independent living arrangement.
The resident assistant is not allowed
to live in the house. It costs the same as
Cougar Village and is right on the shore
of Cougar Lake.
It is open to any student who has a
housing contract, and who also is interested in living a sustainable lifestyle.
This house is the Eco House, located
near Cougar Village. Vicky Dean, the assistant director of residence life for residential education, said the house is
designed to provide a learning lab for students.
"They come from a wide variety of
backgrounds," Dean said. "The thing that
tends to stand out is it's students who really care about the environment."
The students who live in the house
come from majors such as theater, chemistry, biological science, engineering and
education.
Senior biological sciences major and
Eco House resident Brittany Buckles, of
Springfield, said sustainability is integrated into all of these different backgrounds.
"For me, that was one of the coolest
parts of the house, to get to interact with
people from all different backgrounds and
disciplines with different majors," Buckles
said. "Everyone has a different idea of
sustainability, but we're all working toward the generalized concept, which is
fun for me."
Dean said the house allows students
to work on projects that would be hard to
do in other campus housing.
"They've done composting, which
would be difficult to do in the conventional dorms," Dean said. "A student was
able to work on some of his engineering
projects that were sustainability-oriented."
Dean said the house and the activities
of the students tie in with some of the
university's missions, such as civic and social responsibility.
"It's been neat to see some of the bigger projects and the involvement the students have had," Dean said. "The really
neat aspect is speaking with students and
seeing their passion for the environment."
Buckles, who has lived in the house
since it became the Eco House, said the
students who have lived there have been
culturally diverse as well.
"We had a Vietnamese boy that came
back this year, an African-American, a
Mexican girl [ and] there was a Polish girl
at the beginning," Buckles said.
Senior industrial engineering major
Inci Gene, of Turkey, said coming from
another region helps her better understand the co·nccpt of sustainability.
"There arc natural gas resources in
the Middle East," Gene said. "We know
it's limited."
According to Buckles, the house was
part of Greek housing before last year.
Since it is in only its second year of existence, the Eco House is more conceptual
than structural.
"We are in the process of asking for
those changes, like dual-flush toilets, conservation showerheads, a greywater system, a green roof and we want a wind
turbine," Buckles said. "The first couple
of years, it's hard to get all that done."
The students in the house are involved with other efforts on campus as
well. According to Dean, a relationship
betwes:n the house and The Gardens has
developed, which has been valuable to the
residents.
"I have an internship with the St.
Louis Zoo through volunteering at The
Gardens," Buckles said. "[Director] Jane
Drake wrote me a reference."
Senior medical biology major Maame
Antwi, of Chicago, .is the resident assistant for the Eco House and said each res-

The Eco House Is home to students who have an Interest In sustalnablllty. It Is located on

idem is required to do 12 hours of com- Cougar Lake, near Cougar VIiiage. Previously Greek housing, the Eco House has been a
munity service at The Gardens.
"I think the residents in the Eco home to students Interested In sustalnablllty since 2011 . Senior biological sciences major
House are the most involved residents on Brittany Buckles, of Springfield, said the diverse populatton of students Is one of the coolest
parts of the Eco House.
I Alestle file photo
campus," Antwi said.
The students in the house also either
help out with other events on campus, or
organize their own. Buckles said the students hosted a dumpster dive last semester.
"A group ofus went into a dumpster
and picked out the different things in the
trash to see what should actually be
there," Buckles said. "We found that
about a third of it actually belongs in the
trash. It's very easy to recycle, and a lot of
people don't do it."
This Saturday, the Eco House is partnering with the Student Organization of
Sustainability to host the Green Block
Party at the house.
"We invited the farmer's markets
from the local areas to come out," Buckles
said. "We're having slacklining, free food,
henna tattoos and bands afterward."
Buckles said while there are no set
rules for the residents of the house, they
try to live sustainably in the house as well.
Buckles said they try to avoid bringing
plastic water bottles into the house, for
example.
Antwi said the residents' involvement
makes her proud to be their resident assistant.
"It's like, 'Oh, you're the RA of the
Eco House, cool. I see them all the time.
You guys actually do stuff. You guys actually care,"' Antwi said.
Since she is not allowed to live in the
house, Antwi lives in Cougar Village. She
said resident assistants may be allowed to
live in the house soon, but that could
cause problems.
"The year after next, they're thinking
about [ changing the rule]. It's limited
space, and you really have to find an RA
who cares about sustainability, I would
say," Antwi said. "Sustainable living is a
whole different way of living. There
might be little things that [ residents do
that] might irritate that [ resident assistant]."
Buckles said she suggests anyone
apply for the Eco House, partly because
of the price and the fact that it is bigger
on the inside.
"It's a great opportunity, great location and a good group of people," BuckResidents of the Eco House grow plants in used toilet paper rolls for the Green Block Party
les said.
being held at the Eco House this Saturday. Senior biological sciences major Brittany Buck-

John Layton can be reached at
jlayton@alestlelive.cofTJ or 650-3527.
Follow@johnmlayton. •

les, of Springfield, said there will be live music, free food and other activities at the Green
Block Party: 'We invited farmer's markets from the local areas to come out.'

I Photo by Rebehka

Blake/ Alestle
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Coa ch re signs
Some wrestlers question motive
RO G ER STAR KEY
Alestle Sports Editor

SIUE Wrestling Head Coach
David Ray annoW1ced his
resignation
Friday,
citing
motivation and a desire to spend
time with his family.
"My heart d1anged; I wasn't
into it as much as I have been in the
past," Ray said.
Some on the wrestling team
believe Ray may have been
encouraged to resign. Senior and
former team manager Chase
Grafton thinks the team's
complaints to Director of
Intercollegiate Athletics Brad
Hewitt played a role in Ray's
departure.
"I think he had some pressure
from the administration to resign
because of the review we had been
giving him and the individual
meetings we had with the [athletics
director]," Grafton said.
Hewitt said the decision to
resign was Ray's alone.
"Coach Ray met with me
Former wrestling coach David Ray provides Instructions during a match earlier before the season and two months
ago he sent me a three to four page
this season. I Photo by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle
email with all of the things he's

struggling with, like missing time
with his kids .. ." Hewitt said. ''I
told 11in1, 'If you don't have the
passion, don't continue to do it.
Let's look at other alternatives."'
Senior Kyle Lowman called
Ray disrespectful to the team and
said he was not surprised by Ray's
resignation.
''We weren't thrilled with him
as a coach, and I think he felt that,"
Lowman said. ''We weren't happy
with the way he treated the team."
Grafton said Ray's behavior
toward the team would occasionally
improve. Grafton speculated the
improvement was the result of
increased attention from the athletic
department administration.
''When
he
felt
the
administration was breathing down
his neck, he would shape up,"
Grafton said. "It's not the
administration's fault. He was so
good at spinning the story that it
perpetuated the problem."
Hewitt said that, due to legal
restrictions, he was W1able to
provide details of discussions with
athletes or coaches, but he had
addressed every concern of which
he was aware.

Men's and women's teonis seasons end,
but young teams optimistic about future
EVAN MEYERS
A/estle Reporter

The season came to an end
for both the men's and women's
tennis teams this weekend as the
teams played home matches
Saturday against Morehead State
and Sunday against Eastern
Kentucky.
The men's team took two
losses over the weekend,
dropping them to seventh in the
Ohio Valley Conference, one
spot out of qualifying for the
conference tournament.
On Saturday, Morehead
State proved to be too much for
the men's team losing 5-2.
Sophomore Nicolas Vincent said
the men's team came ready to
play but was not able to perform
on the same level as Morehead
State.
"They are definitely a solid
team . We were close, but we
came up short," Vincent
said. "It is hard on the
team
to lose
when just a few
points could
have made

the difference. "
Morehead
State was able to
take all three of the
doubles matches , but

SIUE was able to get singles
victories
from
sophomore
Martin Jonsson and freshman
Nico Kuehn .
On
Sunday,
Eastern
Kentucky was also able to
outplay the men as they again
took another 5-2 loss. Junior
Jacob Tanulanond said
while the team took the
loss, the team still
showed they had
improved from
the beginning of
the year.
"We are a
young team,
six members
of the team

are
underclassmen,"
Tanulanond said. "The pace is
different on the college level and
those younger guys did a good
job of making the adjustments
they needed to make. "
The loss put the team's
overall record at 8-9, with a
record in the Ohio Valley
Conference of 3-6.

wdl

Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle
Photo iillustratio n by Mic helle Beard/ Alestle

The women were also
unable to qualify for the
conference tournament, but they
were able to get a win against
Morehead State by a margin of
4-3 on Saturday. The team began
the match with the teams
of sophomore Haley
Ilcewicz and freshman
Monique
Krutak
getting a doubles
victory. Ilcewicz and .
Kmuk pasted ,

t

doubles
record of 11-3 on the season
with Knttak also posting an
OVC-best record of 16-4 in
singles.
The team of
freshman
McKenzie
Thomas and senior
Amanda
Miller
picked
up
a
doubles wm to
give SIUE the
lead.
Head
coach Jason
Coomer

emphasized
the
team
needs to play
well to start
matches.

"We talk about getting off to
a good start, we were able to do
that with our doubles wins and
that proved to be what we
needed to get the win," Coomer
said.
In singles,
both Ilcewicz
and
Miller
were able to
pick up the
•
final
two
points
SIUE
needed to win.
"It was a really
good win for us," Miller
said. "We have lost some close
matches to them in the past, and
I was really proud of the way we
fought out there ." .
The team went on to split
their weekend matches, losing to
the Colonels by a final of 7-0.
Freshman Sierra Halverson said
even though the season is over,
they have laid the groundwork
for a promising future .
"It was unfortunate we did
not make conference this year,
but our future is very bright,"
Halverson
said.
"It
is
unfortunate we are losing
Amanda [Miller], but I am really
excited to see how bright our
future can be."
The loss put the women
with a final record of 8-13
with a 4-3 record in the OVC.
Evan Meyers can be reached at
emeyers@a/estlelive.com or 650-3525.
Follow Evan @ronninix.

"Every student-athlete who
brought an issue to me left saying
they were satisfied with the way I
handled the issue," Hewitt said.
The number of issues raised
about Ray, Hewitt said, was more
than for some coaches but less than
others. Hewitt described himself as
disappointed that many wrestlers
are coming forward with these
complaints.
''They are making statements
that they have never made to me,"
Hewitt said. ''When someone
recruits you to be a Division I
athlete, you have a degree of
responsibiliry to respect that
person's position. Whether your
relationship was good, bad or
indifferent, if someone gave you an
opportunity,
you
have
a
responsibility to them."
Junior David Devine said
Grafton was exaggerating the
problem and he does not believe
Ray was pressured to resign.
''I can see how people would
feel that way, but I think he wanted
us to get harder and some people
couldn't handle it," Devine said.
RAY
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Women's club
basketball third
at nationals
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

The SIDE Women's Club
Basketball team's quest to be a
three-time National Basketball
Champion came to an end this
past weekend.
After defeating Ithaca
College 71-30 and Lamar
University 41-38 in the first
two rounds of the National
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Association, National Campus
Championship Series, the team
lost 45-30 in the semifinals to
the
eventual
tournament
champion the University of
Virginia. The team took home
third place thanks to a point
differential tie-breaker system.
Team captain and junior
forward Kelly Korza said the
game was much closer than the
final score.
"I do not think the semifinal game or score accurately
reflects how good of a team we
are compared to U of V," Korza
said. "We definitely did not
play our best that game, but
they were a great team, and if
we lost, I'm glad we lost to the
champions ."
Sophomore forward Tori
Smith said the team just had an
off day.
"We came out flat and just
did not play SIUE basketball,
which is fast tempo and attack
mode," Smith said. At the half,
we were up by two, but as the
second half started winding
down , we just could not keep
BASKETBALL
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The team is much better than
when he arrived, Devine said. He
was surprised by Ray's decision to
resign.
"I was just used to him being
here," Devine said. ''He didn't seem
like the kind of guy that would
resign at his age; I figured he'd do it
for at least another 10 years."
Ray has coached for 23 years,
the last five as the head coach at
SIUE. Ray had his most success as
the coach of Montana State
University-Northern. The Lights
had 85 All-Americans and 21
national champions on their roster
during Ray's tenure at the NAIA
school.
Ray left MSU-Northern in
2005. The Havre Daily News
reported at the time that Ray left the
school to spend more time with his
children. A former Lights' wrestler,

Aaron Jensen, discussed Ray's style
of discipline.
"It can be hard at times," Jensen
said. "But you learn a lot about work
ethic, and it doesn't just carry over
to the mat, but also in your life
outside of wrestling."
Grafton had a different view of
Ray's discipline style.
''He wasn't breeding an
environment of young men growing
to be even better men to go out into
society," Grafton said. "Before
practice, there would be 10, 15, 20minute scolding sessions that had
nothing to do with practice."
Grafton attempted to wrestle
this season, but the shoulder on
which he had had surgery three
times popped in the pre-season.
Grafton said he and Ray agreed that
Grafton could serve as the team
manager. However, he said Ray
made the determination in January
that Grafton could wrestle and
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dismissed him from his position
when he refused.
"Most of the team didn't
realize, and still don't realize, that
I've been dismissed from the team,"
Grafton said.
Hewitt said Ray has been
dedicated to the program and
making it better.
''He embraced the SIUE ideals
and strived for them every day,"
Hewitt said. ''His performance
wasn't as good as some, but it was
better than others."
Ray will remain with the
program through the end of his
contract, which Ray described as
"year-to-year." Hewitt said the
athletic department is
still
determining what position Ray will
hold.
Roger Starkey can be reached at
rstarke"y@alestlelive.com or 6503525. Follow Roger@roger_j_starkey.

Junior Kelly Korza d:-lbbles the boll during practice prior to the Women's C lub
Basketball notional championships. SIUE won third pla c e In the tournament.

I Photo by Brian Armea/ Alestle
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the momentum up. Their slowpaced offense caused us to slow
our game down."
Sophomore guard Jasmine
Howell believes there is no
shame in losing to the national
champion.
"Our team is very talented,
everyone is a great scorer,"
Howell said. "We kept the game
pretty close toward the end. To
lose to a great team like Virginia,
who ended up winning the
whole thing, shows our team has
a lot of potential going into next
year."
Despite the loss, Korza was
proud with how the team
played.
"It was a great experience.
There was a lot of competition,
and we really showed what we're
made of in the games leading up
to the semifinals," Korza said.
"This
was
the
biggest
tournament we have participated
in my entire club career, with 20
teams. We had a great run. I
know, looking back on our time
at nationals, I will remember
what an accomplishment this
team achieved."
Korza said that team
developed a strong bond that
will only make them better
moving forward.
"We started out the season
with nine players," Korza said.
"We had some come and go, but
the solid seven players that

ended the season were awesome.
We all got along and had a great
time with each other. It takes a
lot to be a part of a club team,
especially for us because of how
much time we put into it
between
practices
and
tournaments and fundraising. It
is a terrific testament to my
teammates' determination and
drive, not only as students but as
athletes."
According to Howell, the
team is already excited about
next year's team.
"The players from this year
are surely going to be coming
back next season to play,"
Howell said. "We will have
experience playing together and
playing in the playoffs. The team
will have more players and will
become even better. Hopefully,
we will win nationals next vear."
Smith said being a part of
the team means being a part of a
winning atmosphere.
"SIUE's Women's Club
Basketball is such an amazing
team to be a part of," Smith
said. "We work so hard, and the
friendships and bonds we
develop with each other are
remarkable.
We
encourage
anyone interested in playing
basketball to tryout next season
and be a part of all the success
that will come."
Gabriel Simpson can be reached
at gsimpson@olestlelive.com or
650-3524.
Follow Gabriel @LegendaryGSimp.

For more information or to apply, call 618-235-2700,
ext. 5711, or visit svvic.edu/americorps.
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April
Fri 19

Thurs 18
Softball
at Evansville

Baseball
vs. Eastern
Kentucky

4p.m.

6p.m.

Sat20

Sun21

Mon22

Tue23

Baseball
at Bradley

Baseball
Men's and
Women's Track vs . Eastern
Kentucky
&Field
1 p.m.
vs. Gateway
Invitational Softball
Quadrangular
vs. Jacksonville
Invite at
State
Korte Stadium

6p.m.
Softball
at St. Louis

3p.m.

lp.m.
Baseball
vs. Eastern
Kentucky

lp.m.

Baseball

Wed24

Softball
vs. Jack~onv:ille
State

East
Belmont
Tenn . Tec h
Jax State
Austin Peay
SE Missouri
E. Kentucky
Murray St .
SIUE
E. Illinois
Morehead St.
UT Martin

Softball

23-8
23-10
16-16
25-8
18-16
9-19
12-19

(10-2)
(12-3)
(9-3)
(8-3)
(9-6)
(5-7)
(6-9)

8-19

(6·9)

11 -18
9-23
9-23

(3-8)
(4-11)
(2-13)

SIUE Results

3 p.m.

23-14
23-17
16-17
16-14
11 -27
12-21

( 10-4)
(8-5)
(5-4)
(2-8)
(2- 10)
(2-11)

26-10

( 13-1 )

28-8

(11-2)

27 -11
13-21
11 -23
12-18

(9-4)
(6-7)
(3-9)
(3-9)

Aprll 12

Softball
vs. Tennessee
Tech

l p.m.

SIUE 4, Belmont 7

SIUE Results

April 13
SIUE 3, Belmont 5
April 14

SIUE 8, Austin Peay 4
SIUE 8, Austin Peay 2

Aprll 13

SIUE 7, Belmont 25

Softball
vs. Tennessee
Tech

-

April 14

SIUE 8, Austin Peay 5

OVC Schedule for April 19-21

Schedule for April 20

Alabama A&M at Murray St.
SE Missouri at E. Illinois
Morehead St. at UT Martin

3p.m.

Austin Pe ay at Belmo nt (DH)
Tenn. Tech a t SIUE (DH)
Tenn . St. at Murra y St. (DH)
Mo rehea d St. a t UT Martin (DH)
E. Kentucky at SE Missouri (DH)
Jax State at E. Illinois (DH)

E Kentuc ky at SIUE

Belm ont a t Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech at Jax State
OVC Schedule for April 23

E. Kentucky at Indiana
Morehead St. at Ohio
SE Missouri at SIUC
C. Arkansas at UT Martin
Murray St. at Missouri
Lipscomb at Belmont
Jax State at S. Alabama
ll1nois at E. Illinois

More sports online

East
E. Kentucky
Jax State
Tenn . Tech
Morehead St.
Tenn . St.
Belmont
West
E. Illinois
SIUE
UT Martin
Murray St.
SE Missouri
Austin Peay

@

alestlelive.com

Schedule for April 21

Murray St. at Belmont (DH)
Jax State at SIUE (DH)

Morehead St. at SE Missouri (DH)
Tenn. Tech at Eastern Illinois (DH)
E. Kentucky at UT Martin (DH)
Austin Peay at Tenn. State (DH)

OVC Schedule for April 24

Schedule for April 23

Ben-Sprat E. Illinois
Jax State at South Alabama
UMSL at SE Missouri
Evansville at Austin Peay

N. Kentucky at E. Kentucky (DH)
SIUE at Saint Louis (DH)
Tenn. Tech at Morehead St. (DH)
St. C atharine a t Mu rray St. (DH)
E. Illinois at IUPUI (DH)
Memphis at UT Martin (DH)

SIUE at Bradley

Alabama A&M at Tenn. Tech

T:

Quality Health Care
for SIUE students and their fam ilies

CAMPUS RECREATION

NOWACCEPTING CLIENTS & MOST COMMERCIAL INSURANCE PLANS

on~m

Dr. Laura Bird, M.D., L.L.C.
Family Medicine ·

CAB •••

~~

Thu,sd.-..y,.,..April 25
11:15 a.m.
Me•t ot t'he Cougar Statue

SundQy.. April 21
Register pt SFC Reception Oesk,
$t1.1<il:elltS Free/ O ther $2

2704 N. Center, Maryville, IL 62062
(618) 288-0656 • (618) 288-0736 Fax

neat Week in

~ll11@~~ W&rUK

I

Morris University Center
MUC
Wednesday, April 24, 2013
11:00am

A<::<:omPQny Chancellor Jurte U 1-1rst-Bowe
for ~r fl~t~efof's WQi ~ compus.

~a~~

O~(lfJ~
tJp-comin
·»tn'4fe

.Run26,2 l'!ffles. .~Swim 2 milts - Bike 11.zm,fles

Touma

FREE t<>1FQ~t

Apt:i

As 3-petsoi!;)eom orl

April.26

rch 25, .. J,..,ril 25
I competitor

R~lster Now qt SFC Rfception Desk

lndo0r & Outdoor Pool

Needs lifeguards this Surrimin
Apply at siue,edtih,tude-nternptoytff~-

Certification Required
terested withoo( certification,
ask abot(f possible oppottunities

FC ~eception D~sk ~t
e Gosa {jgosu@siue.edu) 618-650-56ll

Cougar Craze: Stress
Relieving Massages!
For more information Contact Heidi Schillinger at
hschill@siue.edu

~ ~ fKOO!,'
Pool Memberships
on Sale April 29

Pick. Up a
Fi tness Schedule

at Student Fitness

stay Connected
';

Center Rece p tion
De si:. or Onrine l
siue.edu/ creel wellness

~
~

@siuecam vtr•c
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ALESTLE
CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE!
Place your classHied ad at atime
convenient for you using our easy,
secure online interface at
alestlelive.com/classttieds

follow the alestle on twitter
@TheAlestle

FOR RENT
One Bedroom Apartments for Rent

Deadlines:
By noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

Aleslle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

HELP WANTED
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to
drive our brand new cars with
ads. www.EarnDrive.com
Full-Timer Painter Needed.
Hardworking, Detailed, Punctual

we

Individual. We will train.
Night/Online class schedule work
best. $9-15/hr. Call or email
Nathan 618.656.9300
Email nathaniffrig@yahoo.com

Thursday, April 18, 2013

Taking applications for one
bedroom unit. Apartment is located
in quiet residential neighborhood,
with off street parking, close to
SIUE. Stove, refridgerator, water,
sewer and trash pickup is
provided . Call 618.530.6939 or
618.466.8296
Email cas85bas@gmail.com
4 bdrm, 2 bth single family home
available June 1st. Minutes from
SIUE campus in Glen Carbon . 1600
sqft all hardwood floors and
ceramic tile. Wshr/Dryr and
lawncare included. 1 car garage
and off street parking .
Many recent updates, must see @
$1300/mo
Email
matthewbriandavis@gmail.com

CJ you. do you CJ us?
facebook.com/alestlelive

,·····················~~·e;~t~···················-.,
Premium pet (dog/cat) food store needs
a simple, effective logo that clearly shows
the bond between humans and their pets.
Maximum three logos allowed for consideration.
Deadline: May u
$100 Grand Prize winner will be announced in The Alestle

.••.................................................................•.
For more information email dkk41o2@gmail.com

U I Y

*Sure, it's free-after you sign a form temporarily waiving your First Amendment rights. Who really uses that
amendment anyway? Just terrorists, yellow journalists and flag burners, that's who. Forget them. A couple of
hours without the First Amendment in exchange for a tasty lunch is a steal for any law-abiding American, right?

THURSDAY, APRIL 18 • 11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
DUNHAM HALL PATIO
Brought to you by the Alestle, SIUE Mass Communications Dept.,
St. Louis Area Professional Chapter of Society of Professional Journalists
and College Media Advisers

I HT

Socializing • Games • Refreshments

Friday, Aprll 19, 7p.m.
Center for Spirituality & Sustainability
SIUDENIS WELCOME

'is f E

rds ille

graduate assistant ·
advertising manager
we're lookin'for you

good understanding of and experience in
advertising sales and management,
account maintenance; ability to coach
ad sales staff, encourage increased sales and
develop new clients; ability to use social
networking,Alestlelive.com and
the Alestle print ediction to deliver
advertising products for clients.

.

I monthly prizes like a
Enter to wrn va!~;'.bHeDTV and more!
laptop, ""'
It's all FREE, •• no catches!
,·o~ I

[iJ.
•

bachelors degree required, preferred
in mass communications, marketing ,
public relations or business .

contact: alestle office MUC 2022
for application or call program director
tamrny merrett-murry@ 618 650•3597

Visit www.scu.org for a list of
branch locations.

